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BRIDGING THE INFORMATION GAP
TELECOM EXPENSE MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
One of the toughest challenges facing corporations today is managing their telecommunications monthly vendor billing. There are a
lot of factors working against you... the bill amount is never the same, there are multiple vendors submitting numerous bills with different bill dates, considerable experience is required to understand the “language” of the bill and in order to pay it with any degree of
confidence you must bridge the gap between your company info and the vendor bill - all within 30 days! Faced with this dilemma,
companies are forced into spending valuable company revenue and committing
scarce resources to mount an effort to
manage the telecommunications bills.
UTR Services will provide you with a better
solution to manage your telecommunications vendor expense. Your company will
spend less with our services and be able
to assign your valuable resources to more
productive tasks. UTR has the expertise
to process all of your vendor bills, reconcile and correct the billing errors, code the
charges for cost allocation and provide
web based management reporting and file
downloads to the general ledger, employee and cost center level.
Using our web based Financial Telemanagement System (FTS) UTR will bridge the
gap between the telecommunications
vendor bills and your company. Our service will put you back in control over the
expense.
Contact Donald Murphy at 201-567-6060
or dmurphy@utrglobal.com for more info.

CONTROL OVER VENDOR BILLS
FTS will receive, log, reconcile, verify, correct,
record variances, allocate, prep for payment and
bridge the gap from your corporate information
to the vendor bill. FTS will make the vendor bills
understandable and give you confidence that
you are paying the correct amount.

INVENTORY IS UP-TO-DATE
FTS automatically builds an asset and service
profile for every employee at your company.
Desk phones, cellular, RIM, calling card, port
connection, email account, pager, and more can
be assigned and tracked to the employee. If an
employee moves, so will the asset.
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ORDER SERVICE HERE
FTS automatically processes the MAC changes
your company goes through everyday. As people move, as equipment changes, and as service
converts, FTS will guide you through an easy to
use change management wizard.

